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Transparent Oxide Electronics: From Materials to DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Transparent electronics is emerging as one of the most promising technologies for the next generation of electronic products, away from the traditional silicon technology. It is essential for touch display panels, solar cells, LEDs and antistatic coatings.


	The book describes the concept of transparent electronics, passive and...
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Frommer's Provence and Cote d'Azur With Your Family (Frommers With Your Family Series)Frommers, 2011

	Great Family Trips You'll Remember Forever


	At last, a travel guide for families that tells you how it reallyis. See the best of everything, with expert advice from mums and dads that will give you the confidence to organise a fun and inspired trip.


	With Your Family has the inside knowledge for trouble-free...
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Archives and Human Rights (Routledge Approaches to History)Routledge, 2021

	
		Why and how can records serve as evidence of human rights violations, in particular crimes against humanity, and help the fight against impunity? Archives and Human Rights shows the close relationship between archives and human rights and discusses the emergence, at the international level, of the principles of the right to...
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Fundamentals of Computer Architecture and DesignSpringer, 2017

	This textbook provides semester-length coverage of computer architecture and design, providing a strong foundation for students to understand modern computer system architecture and to apply these insights and principles to future computer designs.  






	It is based on the author’s decades of industrial experience...
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The Scandinavian Skincare Bible: the definitive guide to understanding your skinScribe Publications, 2021

	We get goosebumps if someone strokes our skin gently. The

	reason for this is

	that a tiny hair-erector muscle — the arrector pili, located deep

	in each hair

	follicle — responds to nerve signals from the brain. Our hairs

	stand on end,

	and the layer of air they trap protects us against the cold.

	The skin, our...
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Roxio Easy Media Creator 8 in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2006
Spend less of your valuable time reading and more time doing! Roxio Easy Media Creator in a Snap is designed specifically for today's busy digital media enthusiast like you.

Organized into a series of well-organized, bite-sized, quickly accomplished tasks, this book lets...
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Frommer's 500 Places to Take Your Kids Before They Grow UpJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	500 Places to Take Your Kids allows parents, grandparents, and kids to create a lifetime of shared memories while visiting destinations the whole family can enjoy. Here are cities, zoos, sports shrines, museums, castles, beaches, outdoor activities, and more—500 thoughtfully-chosen places that will enchant and beguile both the...
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Code Design for Dependable Systems: Theory and Practical ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Theoretical and practical tools to master matrix code design strategy and technique
    

    Error correcting and detecting codes are essential to improving system reliability and have popularly been applied to computer systems and communication systems. Coding theory has been studied mainly using the code generator...
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Vision in 3D EnvironmentsCambridge University Press, 2011


	Seeing in 3D is a fundamental problem for anyorganism or device that

	has to operate in the real world. Answering questions such as “how far away

	is that?” or “can we fit through that opening?” requires perceiving and making

	judgments about the size of objects in three dimensions. So how do we see

	in...
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BecomingMetropolis Ink, 2008
Do you remember your radio and "Captain Midnight," "The Lone Ranger," "Junior Miss" and "Let's Pretend"?    The first time you inhaled a cigarette? Your first swallow of hard liquor? The thrill of the first exploration of the body of your boyfriend, girlfriend, husband, wife... your own body? Your first...
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Where the Germs Are: A Scientific SafariJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"'Dirty! Don't touch! Yuck! Feh! You don't know where it's been!' These admonitions ring in our ears-for some of us our earliest memories of parental exhortation, for others the indelible mark of our deepest fears. Germs, as we know, are everywhere, lying in wait to attack the inadequately vigilant or insufficiently armed, gangs of serial...
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The Politics of Child Sexual Abuse: Emotion, Social Movements, and the StateOxford University Press, 2009
1950s: Growing up in the 1940s, Barbara never talked about having been raped by a family member. As a young adult, she went to a psychiatrist who told her that people generally weren’t bothered by incest, and, despite her distress, she let the matter drop.

1982: Several women in their twenties met through a local feminist anti...
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